
  

 

Dear friends, 

 

My name is Phil Hackemann, I am 26 years old and I was 

again gladly nominated by the Young Liberals Germany 

(JuLis) to continue serving as one of your LYMEC 

delegates to the ALDE Congress. 

 

In the last year, I have had the honour of representing you at our mother party 

ALDE. As such, I – together with my great fellow delegates, with whom I really 

enjoyed working with! – was involved in drafting resolutions, preparing 

amendments, vetting bureau candidates, coordinating our delegation and 

defending LYMEC’s positions in the working groups and in the plenary. 

 

Notably, I co-drafted a resolution on the outcomes of the Conference on the Future 

of Europe as well as several amendments on EU foreign, security, defence, health 

and migration politics, digital freedoms and human rights, as well as institutional 

reforms (all of course originating from our policy book), which were adopted at the 

Congress. But there is still work to do: Let’s advance ALDE even more with our 

great political visions for a better European future! I would thus be honoured if you 

gave me the chance to continue representing and fighting for you and your ideas 

at ALDE. 

 

In fact, besides defending our LYMEC policies, I also see it as the task of us young 

delegates to modernize our mother party. We should be the critical, but 

constructive force within ALDE who speaks up, if processes need to be improved. 

This especially encompasses making the party more inclusive and participatory, as 

well as policy debates more open and democratic.  

 

Lastly, for those of you who do not know me to well yet, maybe additionally a few 

words about my person: In 2019, I graduated from LSE with a M.Sc. in EU Politics 

and am now working on my Ph.D. and as a journalist in Munich. Before, I for 

instance organized our local Pulse of Europe movement, worked for a Member of 

the European Parliament, represented IFRLY at the Parliamentary Assembly of the 

Council of Europe, and helped our British friends at LibDems with the People’s Vote  

 



  

 

campaign. Hence, as you can see, I am through and through a genuine European 

enthusiast ;) 

 

Politically, I served as Vice President of JuLis from 2016 to 2018 and was as such 

responsible for drafting and representing our policies vice versa our mother party 

FDP. Hereby, I was able to gain valuable experiences in lobbying our young liberal 

positions on highest party levels. Moreover, in the last European elections, I had 

the honour of running as lead candidate of Bavaria and place 11 on the federal list 

for FDP. On European level, I have been serving as delegate of JuLis to LYMEC for 

over five years now and have continuously been present, debating and voting at our 

congresses. Additionally, I am currently also vice delegate to the ALDE Council, as 

which I e.g. contributed to its resolution on the Conference on the Future of Europe. 

As delegate to the ALDE Congress, I would thus be able to link and echo our voice 

in both institutions.  

 

Provided you put your trust in me, I pledge to represent a strong young liberal voice 

and actively advocate our great LYMEC policy book at the ALDE Congress, together 

with my fellow colleagues. I would therefore be honoured, if you again gave me the 

chance to be your ALDE delegate. 

 

Best wishes and see you all soon,  

  

 

 

 

P.S: Should you have any questions, feel free to contact me via social media 

(@philhackemann) or via e-mail (hackemann@julis.de)  

 

 

 


